**PARTICULAR PACKING REQUIREMENTS OR EXCEPTIONS:**

If the ends of the articles are sealed, inner packagings are not necessary.

| 139 | Bags, Receptacles, Reels, Sheets | Not necessary | Boxes, Drums |

**PARTICULAR PACKING REQUIREMENTS OR EXCEPTIONS:**

1. For UN0065, 0102, 0104, 0289 and 0290, the ends of the detonating cord must be sealed, for example, by a plug firmly fixed so that the explosive cannot escape. The ends of CORD DETONATING flexible must be fastened securely.

2. For UN0065, 0104, 0289, 0290 the ends of the detonating cord are not required to be sealed provided the inner packaging containing the detonating cord consists of a static-resistant plastic bag of at least 3 mil thickness and the bag is securely closed.

3. For UN0065 and UN0289, inner packagings are not required when they are fastened securely in coils.

| 140 | Bags, Reels, Sheets, Receptacles | Not necessary | Boxes, Drums |